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WALKTHROUGH: Animate a landscape

1 Launch Bryce and you should be presented with a

blank scene; if not, use File > New Document... to

create one.We’re going to make a five-second movie so

select File > Animation Setup... , change the duration to

five seconds and click the tick button to accept the 

other defaults.

2 Click on the Terrain object in the Create palette to

add a new terrain to the scene. Select it and click on

the A button to open its Attributes dialogue. Change its

name to “Foreground” and confirm the change.

3 Click on the Foreground terrain’s E button to open it

in the Terrain Editor.We are going to create a

detailed terrain that will be viewed up close, so select

512 – ultra-fine from the Grid Selector.

4 If you’ve got enough free screen space select Set
Preview Size > 512 x 512 from the Terrain Canvas’

pop-up to get a closer view.Then pick a grey tone one-

third of the way up the Paintbrush Level control and use a

large brush to evenly fill in the Terrain Canvas.

5Using a soft-edged brush with low flow and the

highest paintbrush level, randomly paint in some

hillocks and add a range of hills along the back of the

terrain.Then select a paintbrush level slightly lower than

the one you filled the terrain with and paint in a shallow,

meandering river bed.

6 To make the terrain look more natural we’ll add

some weathering. On the Elevation page of the

Editing Tools palette click on the Eroded control and drag

to the right to erode the terrain progressively until you

get a nice subtle result.

7 Click on the Scale Timeline control above the

Timeline and drag to the right until the entire range

of the animation (coloured blue) is visible. Drag the

current time indicator to the end of the animation range.

8Use a low-level paintbrush to carve out a deeper

river bed with wider, sloping banks. Altering the

terrain automatically creates a keyframe.You can scrub

through the animation with the timeline controls to see

the river cutting into the terrain. Exit the Terrain Editor.

9Now we need to scale and position the Foreground

terrain. Select the top view from the View Options
pop-up and zoom out as shown. Select and delete the

Plane 1 infinite ground plane that Bryce automatically

added to the scene.

TIMELAPSE ANIMATION
IN BRYCE 5

➔

Taking advantage of the Terrain Editor’s new timeline,

Brian Smith demonstrates how to create a timelapse animation of

a river eroding a landscape.

ANIMATION

ON THE CD
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CUSTOMISED DEFAULTS
To customise the settings and scene created whenever Bryce is
launched, set up a scene to your desired defaults and save it into
Bryce’s folder with the name “default.br5”.

SELECTIVE ANTI-ALIASING
Anti-aliasing can be selectively disabled for individual models.
To do this select the object and open its Attributed dialogue by
clicking on the A button. Then hold down [control] S and close
the pop-up by clicking the tick button. To turn anti-aliasing back
on, repeat the process but just hold down S when confirming
the dialogue.

STILL SKY
If you create an animation that incorporates a sky dome but don’t
want the sky to be animated, just open the Sky Lab and click in
the centre of the Cloud Motion control (it will flash orange when
clicked) to clear all cloud motion and turbulence values.

TIPS
PHOTOSHOP MASTERCLASS BRYCE 5 MASTERCLASS 

10 Select the Foreground terrain and drag one 

of the corner handles while holding down O

to scale it symmetrically from its centre. Make it three

times larger.The scaling will have moved the terrain’s

bottom below ground level, so click on the arrow 

button to land it.

11 Select the scene’s default camera and

reposition it so it is in centre front of the

Foreground terrain and is aimed directly at it. Switch to 

a left view and position the camera as shown.Then pick

Camera View from the View Options pop-up.

12With the Foreground terrain selected click on

its M button to enter the Materials Editor. Click

on the arrow under the 3D preview and tick the Actual
Selection option.This will come in handy later when we

need to align the material on the terrain.

13We’re going to use blending mode ABC to

combine two textures based on the alpha

channel of a third to create altitude-sensitive grass for

the hills and sand for the river bed. Hold down [control]
and click in the C column of the Diffuse, Ambient and

Bump Height channels.

14 Bryce has inserted random materials into the A,

B and C components. Using the Texture Library
pop-ups next to their names, set A to the Sand > Sandy
texture, B to Bump > Rocky Hill and C to Basic > Basic
Altitude. Also change their Texture Mapping Modes to

Object Space.

15 Click on the Texture Source Editor button at the

top of the C component to open it in the Deep
Texture Editor. Click on the C, A and B buttons to the right

of the Component 1 box to disable its colour and bump

output and enable alpha output.

16Open the filter dialogue by clicking on Filter at

the bottom of the screen.This displays the

altitude-sensitive formula which will be used to blend

the other two textures.The default blend is too wide so

click on the number next to the A and drag to the right

until it reads roughly 20.

17 The blend is now the right size but it’s stuck at

the bottom of the texture. Reposition it by

clicking on the B number and dragging to the right until

the blend is central in the Component 1 preview. Confirm

the changes to return to the Materials Editor.

18 Set the Bump Height value to 10. Click on the

Edit button at the top left of the C component

to open the Transform Component window. Click and drag

on the Offset Control’s Y axis to align the sandy texture so

it fits within the river’s banks. ➔

Brian Smith

Having dabbled with
3D graphics since
acquiring an Atari ST
in the late 80s, Brian
first gained access to
high-end Macs
running 3D software
while studying graphic
design at DeMontfort
University.

Currently
employed as a
freelance writer, he
produces reviews and
tutorials by day and
works on personal
character animation
projects by night.
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19Now we’ll add the river water. Click on the

Water Plane object in the Create palette and

select Volume from the pop-up menu to add an infinite

water slab to the scene. Change the slab’s name to “River

Water” and resize it by its top Y handle so it fills the river.

20Open River Water in the Materials Editor. Open

the Materials Library and assign the Still and

Deep material. Click in the Bump Height channel’s A
column and set the A component to Basic > WavesBump.

Confirm both the Materials Library and Materials Editor.

21Move the current time indicator to the end of

the animation range then drag the River Water
slab down using its Y handle (hold down O to constrain

the scaling to the Y axis). Open the River Water slab in the

Materials Editor and change its Bump Height value to 10.

22Now we’ll drop in a range of mountains in the

background to add a sense of depth. Click on

the Terrain object in the Create palette to add a new

terrain. Rename it “Background” and then open it in the

Terrain Editor.

23 Click the New button in the Editing Tools palette

to set the entire Terrain Canvas to zero level and

paint in a horizontal band of hills. Make sure the hills go

down to ground level at the front of the terrain.

24 The hills look too soft, so click on the Eroded
button in the Elevation tab of the Editing Tools

palette to apply some weathering. Confirm the changes

to exit the Terrain Editor.

25 Switch the Working Window to a top view. Click

and drag one of the Background’s corner

handles while holding down O to scale the terrain

evenly. Make it twice as large as the Foreground terrain.

Click the arrow button to land the Background and then

position it behind the Foreground.

26Open the Background in the Materials Editor.

Click the arrow next to the 3D preview to open

the Materials Library. Select the Buff Sandstone material

from the Planes&Terrains section. Confirm the Material

Library and the Material Editor.

27Now we’ll add some rocks. Set the Working

Window to Camera View. Click on the Stone
object in the Create palette, then scale and position the

stone roughly as shown.You can hold down C, S and

O to constrain dragging along a single axis.

TERRAIN EDITOR SHORTCUTS
Hold down O and drag in the 3D Preview to zoom the view,
[control]-click and drag to scale the terrain’s height. To reset the
view to its default zoom and the terrain to its original scale, hold
down [control]-O and click within the preview. You can sample
paintbrush levels directly from the preview by holding down
[spacebar] and moving the eyedropper over the terrain.

TEST RENDERING ANIMATIONS
To quickly check the pacing of an animation, it is sometimes
useful to render a simple wireframe or flat-shaded test version.

To do this set your working window to the desired mode and
select File > Render Animation. After setting up the animation
hold down S and click the Render button.

TORUS EDITOR SHORTCUTS
The 3D preview in the Torus Editor can be manipulated by holding
down [control] while dragging to rotate the view and O
[control] to zoom. Pressing [caps lock] makes the view spin. To
scale the inner circumference interactively, click and drag within
the preview. Holding down [spacebar] while dragging changes
the main diameter without affecting its tube diameter.

TIPS
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NUMBERING DUPLICATES
If you are going to make several duplicates of an object append 1
to its name first. Then Bryce will continue numbering the
duplicates from 2.

PLACING THE SUN AND MOON
You can directly place the sun or moon in the Working Window.
Open the Sky & Fog palette. Hold down [control]-O and double-
click on the Sun Control, then click in the Working Window while
holding down [control]-O to place the sun or [control] O-S to
place the moon.

NEGATIVE METABALLS
To create a negative metaball which will subtract its form from a
mass of normal metaballs, hold down S when clicking on the
Metaball object in the Create palette. Bryce doesn’t provide any
way of telling which metaballs are negative later, so to avoid
confusion rename them something like “negative metaball”
immediately after creation.

TIPS PHOTOSHOP MASTERCLASS BRYCE 5 MASTERCLASS 
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28 Create several more stones and position 

them randomly around the Foreground 

terrain near the river bank.Take each of the stones in

turn into the Material Editor and assign them the Pitted
Granite material from the Stones&Rocks section of the

Material Library.

29Now we’ll add a tree to the scene.

Unfortunately tree attributes can’t be animated

in Bryce 5 so for our timelapse animation it will have to be

dead. Click on the Tree object in the Create palette to

introduce a tree to the scene. Press its E button to open

the Tree Lab.

30 Choose the Aspen preset from the Shape 
pop-up menu, set its Randomness and Gravity

to 100 and the Number of Leaves to 0. Reduce the

minimum and maximum Segment values to 5 and make

the maximum Trunk Thickness 80. Confirm the Tree Lab.

31 Scale and position the tree near the bank of the

river as shown. Remember that you can use the

C, O and [control] modifier keys to constrain motion

along a single axis.

32 Switch to the Sky & Fog palette. Click on the

arrow next to the Sky & Fog title to open the

presets library and pick the Abisko Winter Dusk preset.

Confirm the selection and then drag the Sun Indicator in

the Sun Control to the top right.

33Open the Sky Lab by clicking on the cloud and

rainbow icon. Click Cloud Cover to display the

cloud settings. Make sure the current time indicator is at

the start of the animation.Turn the Cloud Motion Speed
and Turbulence settings up to 100 and change the cloud

motion direction to -Z.

34Drag the current time indicator to the end of

the animation range in the timeline.Turn the

Frequency setting up to 70 and then confirm the Sky Lab.

This should give fast-changing clouds to fit our

animation’s timelapse style.

35Now all that’s left to do is render the animation.

Choose Small 320:240 from the pop-up next to

the Render Controls to set the movie’s dimensions.

36 Select File > Render Animation. Click the Edit
button and set the compression to Cinepak,

Millions of colours, Best quality, 15 fps, key every 15

frames, then click OK. Click the Set button to choose a

save location. Confirm the Render Animation dialogue to

begin rendering. MF

On the CD

There’s a copy of Brian’s

landscape animation on

the CD in the Tutorials

folder.
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